About Us
PRODUCT
PROFILE

USP

Travelo is one of the most visited travel portals in Hungary,

Travelo readers have higher than average incomes and more than

and its popularity and readership is increasing year on year.

63% of them are main shoppers.

Travelo showcases the most interesting domestic and
international travel destinations, provides useful travel tips

• Reach without waste coverage

and

• Geo- and tag-targeted multiscreen banner mixes

advice,

and

entertains

readers

informative and inspiring content.

with

authentic,

• Special content collaborations (branded content, expert talks, study
tour materials accompanied by a campaign, prize draws)

Source: DKT-Gemius (15+ domestic audience, multiplatform), November 2021

Reach

485 thousand

1.6 M

26 thousand
71%

Source: DKT-Gemius (15+ domestic audience, multiplatform), November 2021

39%

4.8%

Demographics
Sex

52% | 48%

Education

Age

60+
50-59
40-49
30-39
18-29
15-17

33,00%
22,70%
22,67%
14,02%
7,01%

17,29%

Vocational…

42,35%
35,37%

University,…

0,59%

Esomar

24,73%

Village

19,30%
20,90%

Source: DKT-Gemius (15+ domestic audience, multiplatform), November2021

22,89%

A

35,07%

Other town

Budapest

4,84%

Secondary…

Type of residence

County town

Primary school

B

10,54%
36,97%

C
D

15,41%

Content focuses

Traveling

Family

Wellness

Culture

Gastronomy

Personas
01. Quality is everything to me

02. Digital natives

News
Abroad
Home
Stuff

Columns

Thematic supplements

MEDSPA
From
the
centuries-old
tradition of thermal water
treatments to the latest
wellness
trends,
this
supplement explores all the
specialities that may be of
interest to readers open to the
world of thermal waters,
dayspas, beauty and body
treatments,
wellness
and
selfness.

HIKING / WINTER
SPORTS

Hiking
from
March
to
November and winter sports
from December to February
are
the
focus
of
this
supplement. We give tips for
beginners and experts on the
best hiking trails, ski resorts,
preparation, equipment and
even local attractions.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY
In
this
supplement,
we
showcase
family-friendly
places in the countryside and
abroad.
We
write
about
different
child-friendly
activities and venues. We give
you tips for travelling by plane
and by car, so you can pack the
most practical way and focus
on the experience.

WINE / GASTRONOMY
Where are the best traditional
dishes? What wines to taste
in which regions and which
wineries are open all year
round?
Readers
of
this
supplement
can
choose
restaurants and fine wines
with confidence.

Thematic supplements

BALATON
We bring news about Lake
Balaton in this supplement.
Here you’ll find all the latest
news, whether you prefer the
north or the south coast.
Hotels, restaurants, lángos
stands, boat trips, activities the longer the season, the
longer our supplement!

ADVENT
From
mid-November
to
Christmas, this is where we tell
you about all the festive
activities and share our own
tips for getting ready for the
holidays.
Which
Advent
market has the most special
flavoured mulled wine? All
these questions are answered
in this supplement.

BUDAPEST
We fill this supplement with
news from the capital. We
explore newly opened spaces,
test out the city’s most
exciting walks, take a dip in
the spas, party and visit
exhibitions.

CULTURE/EVENT
In this column, we’ll take you to
the locations of world-famous
novels that still exist today and
are easy to visit on our travels,
collect
the
world’s
most
beautiful
theatres
and
cinemas, and interview writers
and actors about current
events and their favourite
travel experiences.

Advertising solutions
Standard advertising
Bannermix (multiscreen)
Super leaderboard

Roadblock

Medium rectangle

Advertising solutions
Rich media
Hangar (multiscreen)

The Hangar is a sponsorship that appears on front pages, at
the top of column and article pages. The background

should be optimised to 1920 x 620 pixels on desktop and
720 x 270 pixels on mobile because of the high display
resolutions.

Advertising solutions
Rich media
Slideshow (multiscreen)
Slideshow is an advertisement that appears at
the top of front pages, column and article
pages, with 3 or 4 static images in a slideshow
format, alternating every 3 seconds. This

display starts 1 time per day in open mode
when the height is 450 pixels. The ad can be
manually collapsed, reducing the height to
120 pixels.

Advertising solutions
Rich media
Video wallpaper (multiscreen)

Video wallpaper is sponsorship that
includes video on the top of front pages,
column and article pages. The player
window is only visible in open mode, in
which the video starts automatically on
the first page load, 1 time per day. You
can then manually stop and restart the
video. When the player window is
closed, the sponsorship closes as a
gateway advertisement.

Advertising solutions
Rich media
BigPic (multiscreen)
The BigPic ad appears under the headline on Origo
column openers and article pages. The content does
not scroll on top of the static image, so it is fully
integrated

into

the

page.

This

ad

cannot

be closed, it will only disappear on further scrolling.

Advertising solutions
End-of-article text, photo testimonial
The end-of-article text and photo testimonials
appear in the “Travel!” box at the end of each

article.
Materials to be submitted:
•

desktop image: 3:2 aspect ratio image (450X300 px)

•

mobile image: 1:1 aspect ratio image (250X250 px)

•

title up to 15 characters (including spaces)

•

text up to 90 characters (including spaces)

•

and the link to point to

Advertising solutions
“Now recommended” sponsorship
A text and photo testimonial on the front page of Travelo.hu
and alongside all magazine content.
Materials to be submitted:
•

desktop image: 3:2 aspect ratio image (450X300 px)

•

mobile image: 1:1 aspect ratio image (250X250 px)

•

title up to 15 characters (including spaces)

•

text up to 90 characters (including spaces)

•

and the link to point to

Advertising solutions
Multiscreen PR article appearance with lead

Advertising solutions
Thematic supplement sponsorship
The thematic supplement is a selection of magazine articles,
news and galleries selected by the editorial team to fit the
theme. Relevant news items sent to the editorial team by the

sponsor of the topic will also be published based on editorial
decision (unedited news and materials can be published on
the PR article interface included in the main sponsor
package or purchased separately).

Sponsorship content:
Hangar banner + PR article + 1 end-of-article text and photo
testimonial + 50.000 AV ROS multiscreen banner mix
Supplements: Medspa, Winter sports/hiking, Family-friendly,
Wine/Gastronomy, Budapest, Balaton, Advent, Culture/Event

Advertising solutions
Thematic month tag sponsorship
Each month, we and our editorial team choose a broad
theme to explore in depth. The whole editorial team is
involved in the development and maintenance of the
themes; everyone writes at least one article based on their
own experiences on the topic or on expert answers to
questions that concern them. Our monthly highlights run

through our supplements.
Sponsorship content:
• Sponsored, framed display for each thematic month
article (multiscreen)
• 50,000 AV/month multiscreen banner mix on Travelo.hu
and Ongo.
Tags:
Year starter, Winter, Exotic, Wellness, Citybreak, Gastronomy,
Outdoor, Waterfront, Active summer, Balkans/Adriatic,
Health, Holidays

Advertising solutions
Branded Travel Content

BTC, the name we have given to our collection site where our
branded travel content is displayed. Separately marked, these
articles are also available on the Travelo front page and from
the Travelo box on the Origo front page.
Branded content offers more opportunities than traditional
advertising and can reach consumers more effectively. Even
those who instinctively avoid advertising.

Caption

In relation to this article, the advertiser will appear on the
following platforms:
• a 300x600 (mobile: 300x250) pixel banner in the righthand column of the article
• external links to the client’s website are allowed in the
article in relation to the content
• framed sponsor business card (client name, logo, contact
details, opening hours, up to 200 characters)
• mentioned in the disclaimer at the end of the article
• add-on: extra redirection option from Travelo social
interfaces

Thank you for your
attention!
salesworks.hu

